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448 Physics Myth Busting: A Lab-Centered Course for Non-Science Students.
Martin John Madsen.
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Falling Balls.
Paul Hewitt.

452 Apparatus for Teaching Physics.
A do-it-yourself optical bench.
Leoš Dvořák.
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Simple experimental setup to consolidate the angular momentum concept.
M. Boutenguiza and F. Lusquinos.
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Diane Riendeau.
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Boris Korsunsky.
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Physics Teacher Camp.
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“Can You See Me Now?” Using a favorite haunted physics laboratory project to teach color theory.
Nancy Donaldson.
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Dan Maclsaac.
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The Tiger and the Physics: Insights into the Physics We Teach.

464 Inside Back Cover What’s Happening!
This Month’s Cover…
Is the second place winner in the Contrived category of AAPT’s 2011 High School Physics Photo Contest. The finger applies pressure as it circles the rim of a crystal wine glass, the glass vibrates, and the excited water shoots out of the glass in all directions. Also, the glass creates a high-pitched sound because of the vibrations.
(photo by: Thomas Alper, West Boca Raton High School; Marc Bjorkland, teacher)